
Ensure your  

on-field people &  

mobile assets’ integrity 
Track the position and various parameters of a fleet of mobile equipments in real or remote time 

Fleet Integrity Cockpit Service has been designed to track your mobile equipments and check their position 

and integrity. 

 
Fleet Integrity Cockpit Service will help you keep an eye on a fleet of mobile equipments. 

 Handle your mobile equipments (create assets, its sub-equipments and associated counters), 

 Define zones on a map, 

 Update a database with their position and value of different parameters measured by captors, 

 Send corrections to the embedded positioning systems, 

 Secure on-field activities by getting warned when an equipment gets out of a zone, 

 Get reports about the activity of your equipments per geographical zone, 

 View the evolution of any tracked parameter / counter and be warned in case of threshold overrun, 

 Replay missions and associated alerts. 

 

Why choosing Fleet Integrity Cockpit Service ? 

 

 “Analyzing a wide range of embedded parameters, Fleet Integrity 

Cockpit Service  automatically calculates and sends corrections 

to the position captors of my vehicles, this enhances their 

accuracy.” 

 

 “With Fleet Integrity Cockpit Service , I secure expensive assets 

from robbery  on mobile worksites thanks  to very flexible 

definition of virtual fences.” 

 

 “At a glance, I get a view of my fleet activities, I get alerts in case 

of anomalies.” 

 

 “I ensure the integrity of my on-field people and of my mobile 

assets.” 



Fleet initialization 
 

 Describe your fleet, 

 Declare your equipments and sub-equipments, 

 Get your operational referential. 

Bidirectional communication with embedded recorders 
 

 In real or remote time, update the database with data from embedded recorders on your assets, 

 Exploit any correction algorithm to correlate positioning information with other type of embedded 

data and send correction parameters to the embedded positioning system, 

 Ensure the accuracy of the embedded recorders and associated data, 

 Get and save a huge amount of structured data, 

 Exploit and share these data. 

Fleet Integrity Cockpit Service key features & benefits, the 

accurate system if you have to monitor or secure a fleet of 

mobile equipments 

Activity rules management 
 

 Parameter geographical zones and alerts for equipments entering 

 or getting out of them, 

 Define operational thresholds on any type of recorded parameter, 

 Associate counters to your equipments and define their limits, 

 Get your activity rules fixed. 

Reporting & alerts  
 

 Be warned in case of any threshold overrun, event, coming off zone, 

 View or replay the position of your assets, the evolution of their recorded 

parameters and the list of associated alerts,   

 Display dynamic reports (choose & correlate parameters to be displayed), 

 Prevent from robbery and on-field accident, 

 Optimize the use of your asset, ensure its integrity. 

 

 

Should you have any questions, we’d be glad to answer them. 
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2MoRO is an innovative company dedicated to software development in the Aeronautic & Defence sector. 


